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Definition of Evolutionary Mismatch

“The idea that organisms are often adapted to their past but 
not their present environment is called "mismatch theory" and is 

frequently invoked by evolutionary psychologists.” 

(Wilson, David Sloan. Evolution for everyone: How Darwin’s theory can change the 
way we think about our lives. New York: Delacorte Press, 2007, p. 353)



Classic example of evolutionary mismatch → modern food preferences



https://www.unc.edu/posts/2018/11/28/only-12-percent-of-american-adults-are-metabolically-healthy-carolina-study-finds/
https://www.liebertpub.com/doi/10.1089/met.2018.0105


Lenin at a rally of workers of the Putilov factory in May 1917. Isaac Brodsky, 1929 
(Museum: State Historical Museum).

Evolutionary mismatch in mass politics



https://doi.org/10.1017/S0140525X00032325


https://www.psy.ox.ac.uk/people/robin-dunbar


3 main points to highlight

1) Dunbar's previous studies on nonhuman primates show that: 

“Group size covaries with relative neocortical volume in nonhuman primates.” 
(p. 681)

2) The same applies to human primates:

“a group size for modern humans very similar to that for hunter-gatherer and 
traditional horticulturalist societies.” (p 681)

3) Grooming in nonhuman primates = conversation in human primates

Grooming = conversation = bonding process



=

Grooming                          =                        Conversation

https://www.tacugama.com/


There are cognitive constraints in ALL animals

→ “...animals cannot maintain the cohesion and integrity of groups larger than a 
size fixed by the information-processing capacity of their neocortex”.

→ “The group size identified by this relationship appears to depend on the maximum 
number of individuals with whom an animal can maintain social relationships 
by personal contact” (p. 681)

               Time devoted to social grooming     ⇆     group size 





Dunbar's number

150

→ “The average size of the intermediate-level groups for those societies for which 
accurate census data are available is 148.4 (range 90-221.5, N = 9).” (p. 685)

→ “this level of grouping is that it constitutes a subset of the population that 
interacts on a sufficiently regular basis to have strong bonds based on direct 
personal knowledge.” (p. 686)



Other occurrences of Dunbar's number

→ “... estimates of the size of Neolithic villages in Mesopotamia are of about the 
same magnitude. Oates (1977), for example, gives a figure of 150-200, based on 
20-25 dwellings as the typical size of a number of village sites dated to around 
6500-5500 B.C.”

→ “the mean size of the 51 communities (or Bruderhoefe) in the Schmedenleut section 
of the Hutterites (a fundamentalist group who live and farm communally in South 
Dakota and Manitoba) is 106.9 individuals (Mange & Mange 1980). According to Hardin 
(1988), the Hutterites regard 150 individuals as the limiting size for their farming 
communities: once a community reaches this size, steps are taken to split it 
into two daughter communities.

→ “... Bryant (1981) provides another example from an East Tennessee rural 
mountain community (all of whom claim to be related to each other and regard 
themselves as a single social group): the total number of living members was 197 
when the community census was taken at the end of the 1970s.” (p. 686)



→”Becher (1989) sampled network sizes (defined as the number of individuals whose 
work you pay attention to) in 13 academic subdisciplines drawn from both the sciences 
and the humanities and concluded that the typical size of the outer circle of 
professional associates that defines a subdiscipline is about 200 (with a range 
of 100-400).”

→ Size of organised/professional armies:

→ “In the Roman Army of the classical period (350-100 B.C.), the basic unit was the
maniple (or "double-century"), which normally consisted of 120-130 men.”

→ “The smallest independent unit in modern armies (the company) invariably 
contains 100-200 men (normally three or four rifle platoons of 30—40 men each, plus 
a headquarters unit, sometimes with an additional heavy weapons unit.”

→ “Military planners have presumably arrived at this figure as a result of trial 
and error over the centuries.” (p. 686)





Language = grooming



Language = grooming

→ “A figure of around 20% seems to be an absolute upper limit on the amount of time 
that primates can afford to devote to social interaction.” 

→ “The group size predicted for modern humans (...) would require as much as 42% 
of the total time budget to be devoted to social grooming.”

→ “A group of 200, for instance, would have to devote 56.6% of its day to social 
grooming.” (p. 688)

→ Modern humans:

→ Speech → can “be combined with almost every other activity”
               → “can also be used to address several different individuals simultaneously” 

→ Language→ “‘cheap’ form of social grooming”; “a form of vocal grooming” 
(p.689)

→ Social intelligence hypothesis; power of gossip in human sociality





Some implications to be considered

1) Historical instability of the great empires

2) Language → establishes hierarchies and instructions for behavior

3) Language → more efficient than grooming, but still precarious and unstable to maintain 
social cohesion

4) “when we do want to establish very intense relationships, we tend to do so through the much
more primitive medium of physical contact rather than through language” (p. 693)

5) Lack of face-to-face interaction to provide cues for social decision-making

6) Contemporary societies → increasingly based on non-face-to-face contacts mediated 
through language (social networks)

7) We are not cognitively adapted to think about large-scale political issues

8) Lack of cognitive accessibility to deal with large-scale political issues 

9) Nature of human political psychology



10) Paradox → “modern individuals find politics intrinsically interesting. Yet, (...) people lack 
knowledge of basic features of the political process and the ability to form consistent political 
attitudes.” (Michael Bang Petersen. Is the political animal politically ignorant? 2012)

- “the political animal is, by self-profession, politically ignorant.”

- “modern mass politics often fail to activate evolved mechanisms for social and political 
decision-making”

- Modern political issues compatible with basic human adaptive problems:

- immigration 
- social welfare 
- criminal justice 

- Modern political issues incompatible with basic human adaptive problems:

- economic policies; rules for decision-making in parliament
- European Union
- macro-economic policies
- intergovernmental regulation

- “Humans have few if any evolved cognitive mechanisms for processing such issues.”

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/147470491201000504




→ “Skepticism and intellectual fragmentation undermined the ancient hope that 
history could empower us by helping us better understand the present, and 
sapped confidence in the value of historical research.” (David Christian. What is Big 
History?)

→ Without the assumptions of the theory of evolution applied to the analysis of 
political issues, many complex political problems that we face today will continue to 
be seen in a fragmented and incoherent way.

https://jbh.journals.villanova.edu/article/view/2241
https://jbh.journals.villanova.edu/article/view/2241


Thank you!
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